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1 Introduction

Correct design of database systems is an important aspect of software engineering. It requires a
verifiable approach in order to eliminate any ambiguity and inconsistency in the database require-
ments. While the design process can be achieved using formal modelling, it needs a tool support to
automatically generate the database code from the formal model such as Event-B [1] and UML-B
[7]. While previous work by Wang and Wahls [8] provide such a facility as a Rodin plug-in, their
tool evaluation in [6] identifies major performance issues and further evaluation highlighted issues
with preserving database integrity as in [3]. This motivates us to build a tool that generates a
verified implementation of UML-B and Event-B model that covers building the databases with
their constraints as well as the operations that manipulate the database while preserving those
constraints.

2 Tool development

We built a tool, UB2DB [5] (UML-B to DataBase), for the Rodin [2] platform that provides an
automatic generation of SQL code from a model defined in UML-B in the Rodin platform. The
tool complements a database modelling methodology presented in [4] to generate the code from
different refinement levels. The generated SQL will create the relational database structure using
create and alter commands and provide procedures that populate and manipulate the data. As the
tool generates the procedures that will be embedded in the database, the developer can then call
these procedures from any supported programming language. This approach does not restrict the
developer to one language or a single platform also. The procedure can be called from a desktop
application, web application or a mobile application without compromising the consistency of the
database. This increase the productivity of the developer by providing an automated and verified
database code. Developers will model their system in UML-B and verify it in the Rodin platform to
detect any inconsistency or ambiguity. Then they will use UB2DB to translate the verified model to
SQL code. UB2DB provides a refinement approach for generating the database structure in which
a refined model in UML-B results in an extension to the database generated from the abstract
model using the alter command in SQL. However, the notion of refining operations does not exist
in the database procedural language, hence, the extension is applicable to the structure only.

3 Tool evaluation

UB2DB has been evaluated and executed against two case studies for student enrollment system
and car sharing system. The generated code from the case studies was successfully imported in
Oracle DBMS and evaluated against the database constraints. Evaluating the performance of
inserting 10000 records using the generated code shows that our code performed around 21%
slower than a hand-written code. This shows that its performance is not very different from a hand-
written one. Further evaluation and optimisation should improve the efficiency and performance
of UB2DB. While the tool successfully generates the code as evaluated using different case studies,
it only translates from the UML-B model. Any specifications that are specified in Event-B model
outside UML-B will not be treated by UB2DB.



4 Tool limitations

While UB2DB generates the SQL and stored procedures following our translation rules successfully,
it does have some limitations in its current version.

One limitation is that the tool does not traverse back in the refinement chain. For a machine m1
that refines m0, UB2DB will not see m0 if it was executed for m1. This limitation has an effect on
inheritance translation as the super type arrow does not appear in the refinement in iUML-B and
UB2DB will not see the inheritance link which means that the sub classes will not be associated
with the super class if translating to class table inheritance pattern.

As UB2DB takes the UML-B model for translation and not the Event-B, any specifications
that are specified in Event-B model outside UML-B will not be treated by UB2DB.

Only expressions and predicates that are used in our incremental model approach [4] are trans-
lated by the tool. If the modeller specified operations differently, they will not be translated by
UB2DB and the modeller will not get a warning or an error in the current version.

5 Conclusion and future work

UB2DB is a plugin for Rodin that provides an automated database code generation from UML-B
models. It generates SQL to create and alter the structure of a relational database and stored
procedures to populate and modify its data. The plugin increases the productivity of developers
by automating the implementation of the database while developers can focus on the rigorous
specifications of the system. We applied the plugin on different case studies and evaluated the
generated code integrity and performance. The result shows that UB2DB can be used to generate
a verified database implementation from a UML-B class diagram. This should increase the usability
and efficiency of Rodin for software developers as it provides the facility to generate the database
code which is a critical part of any data-intensive software.

The future improvement includes expanding the supported notations to cover more complex
operations. An interesting improvement is to support the translation to different database models
along with the relational, such as NoSQL. UB2DB could be improved further to support database
extension where an existing database is loaded by the tool and extended using UML-B, then
translated back with the extension by UB2DB.
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